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Abstract. We search for extended regions of radio emission not associated with Active Galactic
Nuclei, known as ‘relics’, ‘halos’ and ‘mini halos’, in a sample of 70 Abell clusters for which we
have radio, optical and X-ray data. AGN can produce particle bubbles of non-thermal emission,
which can restrict cosmic rays. Hence, radio relics and (mini) halos could be forming as a result
of the conﬁnement of cosmic rays by these bubbles. We are probing the role that intracluster magnetic ﬁelds (using Faraday rotation measure and inverse compton arguments), mergers
(through radio/X-ray interactions), cooling ﬂows (X-ray data), radio jets/shocks, as well as radio
(mini) halos/relics, play in the formation, acceleration, and propagation of cosmic rays. For the
current study, we have selected two powerful nearby radio galaxies from our sample: Hercules
A and 3C 388. We report on the work in progress and future plans.
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1. Introduction
Diﬀuse non-thermal radio emission of relativistic particles not directly associated with
cluster galaxies has been classiﬁed as halos, relics, and minihalos. These low surfacebrightness features are thought to be formed via re-acceleration of a relic population of
relativistic electrons, or proton proton collisions with the intracluster medium (ICM) (see
Ferrari et al. 2008 , and references therein).
The Auger Collaboration correlates ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) with
radioloud AGN lying near the super galactic plane and their acceleration with turbulent
plasma and shocks in their (inner) jets and radio-lobes (e.g. Dermer et al. 2009). Radio
galaxies are powerful enough to heat and support the cluster gas with injected cosmic-ray
protons and magnetic ﬁeld densities (Ensslin et al. 1997); Hardcastle (2010), ﬁnds that
radiogalaxies should have certain properties in order to accelerate UHECRs and should
already be catalogued (i.e. be in the local universe). Jets with particle composition of
low energy e− /e+ and relativistic protons (Leahy & Gizani 2002; Leahy & Gizani 2001)
can also be energetic sources of cosmic rays (CRs).
Hercules A (z = 0.154) is the fourth brightest radiogalaxy (FR1.5) in the sky at low
frequencies. We have studied the environment of the AGN in terms of its magnetic ﬁeld
(Gizani & Leahy 2004;Gizani & Leahy 2003; see also Gizani (2010a) these proceedings).
Our ROSAT X-ray data revealed a cool component of the ICM (contributing to a multiphase intracluster gas) and a dense environment.
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3C 388 (z = 0.0908) is a relatively small classical double FRII at the centre of a poor
cluster with very dense ICM. Our ROSAT HRI observations have revealed warm gas
conﬁning the radio lobes (Leahy & Gizani 2001). Emission is detected to a radius larger
than the radio lobes.
In the current paper we adopt a cosmology in which H◦ = 65 km s−1 Mpc−1 and
q◦ = 0.

2. Discussion
Both radio galaxies in the optical are cD galaxies. West (1994) suggests that cD galaxies
– powerful radio sources – are formed through anisotropic mergers. Neither Hercules A
nor 3C 388 present halos/relics which would be expected as a result of a merger event.
The projected magnetic ﬁeld closely follows the edge of the lobes, the jets and rings
of Her A, suggesting that particle pressure dominates the lobe interior. The magnetic
pressure should dominate in the shell region deﬁned by the lobe boundary. Our X-ray
analysis showed that the gas thermal pressure is greater than the minimum pressure in
the radio lobes by an order of magnitude or so (Gizani & Leahy 2004; Leahy & Gizani
2001). This implies that the radio structure of the AGN is conﬁned by the ambient ICM
rather than by shocks. The energy supply of the lobes comes mostly from relativistic
particles and magnetic ﬁelds (little entrainment). We have also found that magnetic ﬁeld
is below equipartition and therefore unimportant in the lobe dynamics. Hence, “invisible”
particles (relativistic protons, low energy e− /e+ ) should dominate (Leahy & Gizani 2001).
IC arguments suggest ∼ 4.3µG for Hercules A and ∼ 3.8µG for 3C 388. Similar to
trapping of CRs in the magnetic ﬁeld in the Galactic plane they could be trapped in the
IC magnetic ﬁeld. ICM consists of cosmic ray particles, µG ﬁelds and hot gas. Cosmic
ray protons with cooling times equal to or larger than the Hubble time make up a part
of ICM. Considering the growth speed of the lobes, synchrotron cooling time is too short
for the relativistic electrons to diﬀuse in them. Both cooling ﬂow clusters have extended
radio emission. The short cooling time of the emitting cosmic ray electrons (visible in the
spectral index maps, e.g. Gizani & Leahy 2003) and the large extent of the radio sources
suggest an ongoing acceleration mechanism in the ICM. Steep spectral indices found in
the lobes of Hercules A and 3C 388 imply short lifetimes of radiating particles and also,
to some extent, re-acceleration of the electrons suggesting energy redistribution in the
ICM.
The radiative cooling time (in Gyr) in the central regions of the Her A cluster is
6 Gyrs for the hot phase and 2 Gyrs for the cool phase, while for the 3C 388 cluster
is 3.7 Gyrs. Compared to the age of the universe (∼10 Gyrs) the existence of a cooling
ﬂow is suggested.
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